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Jean-Michel Basquiat (1960-1988)

Jean-Michel Basquiat (French: [ʒɑ̃ miʃɛl baskja]; December 22, 1960 – August 12, 1988) was an American 
artist of Haitian and Puerto Rican descent. Basquiat first achieved fame as part of SAMO, an informal 
graffiti duo who wrote enigmatic epigrams in the cultural hotbed of the Lower East Side of Manhattan
during the late 1970s, where rap, punk, and street art coalesced into early hip-hop music culture. By 
the early 1980s, his neo-expressionist paintings were being exhibited in galleries and museums 
internationally. At 21, Basquiat became the youngest artist to ever take part in Documenta in Kassel. 
At 22, he was the youngest to exhibit at the Whitney Biennial in New York. The Whitney Museum of 
American Art held a retrospective of his art in 1992. 

Basquiat's art focused on dichotomies such as wealth versus poverty, integration versus segregation, 
and inner versus outer experience. He appropriated poetry, drawing, and painting, and married text 
and image, abstraction, figuration, and historical information mixed with contemporary critique. 
Basquiat used social commentary in his paintings as a tool for introspection and for identifying with his 
experiences in the black community of his time, as well as attacks on power structures and systems of 
racism. Basquiat's visual poetics were acutely political and direct in their criticism of colonialism and 
support for class struggle. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzqZww90PpI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EdGJ_8GDmU (long)
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Takashi Murakami (1962-

Takashi Murakami is one of the most visible and important Japanese artists 
working today. Murakami’s influence on Japan rivals Andy Warhol’s on the 
United States, and he is known for disseminating and promoting pop art 
strategies in ways unforeseen by American critics and artists. Unifying many 
strands of culture that are frequently considered in opposition—traditional 
Japanese painting with Western influences, the realm of fine art with otaku
lifestyle (juvenile culture obsessed with toys, anime, and video games), and 
commercial retail spaces with museums and other public venues—
Murakami’s work is recognized for its ambition, polish, and fine execution.
https://www.alejandradeargos.com/index.php/en/all-articles/35-
artists/41779-takashi-murakami-biography-works-and-exhibitions
https://www.frieze.com/video/watch-now-takashi-murakami-conversation-
tobias-berger (long)

https://www.alejandradeargos.com/index.php/en/all-articles/35-artists/41779-takashi-murakami-biography-works-and-exhibitions
https://www.frieze.com/video/watch-now-takashi-murakami-conversation-tobias-berger


































Kerry James Marshall (1955-

Kerry James Marshall uses painting, sculptural installations, collage, 
video, and photography to comment on the history of black identity 
both in the United States and in Western art. He is well known for 
paintings that focus on black subjects historically excluded from the 
artistic canon and has explored issues of race and history through 
imagery ranging from abstraction to comics.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wNTN3MaLTY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wNTN3MaLTY

































